AMY WRIGHT CHOREOGRAPHY and CASTING

DANCER AUDITIONS

This is a short film/concept video/promotion for a Canadian Retail store.
Through this spring celebration video, which is for digital media use only, this retailer wants to
celebrate Canada’s diversity through dance.
SHOOT DATES will be between January 11-29th, 2021
All dancers will have a one day shoot in Toronto on an indoor sound stage/set.
Some of the dancers will be asked to travel within Canada for a one day shoot at a
recognizable Canadian location.
Locations for shooting are Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal and TBD.
RATES of PAY ~ NON UNION
SHOOT DAY: $550/10 hour shoot day. Number of shoot days is TBD
TRAVEL DAYS: $350 per travel day (not all dancers will require travel)
FITTINGS: $50 per hour
REHEARSAL: $250 per day (likely only one day needed)
USEAGE: $1000 unlimited world-wide usage for one year. All digital media (including but not
limited to Internet, Social Media)
SEEKING EXCELLENT DANCERS ~ AGES 20-70 YEARS OLD
Seeking diversity in dance style & people. Stand out, unique dancers who are highly skilled.
Seeking all dance styles from hip hop to ballet, contemporary to ballroom.
Seeking submissions that are reflective of our country's diversity and gender balance which
includes performers of all body types, those who culturally diverse, BIPOC, LGBTQ+ persons,
and persons who are non-binary or gender fluid.
Choreography will be taught for the shoot but each dancer will also freestyle and show off
what they do best.
HOW TO SUBMIT **We are open to any style of dance** AUDITIONS ARE VIA SELF TAPE
(1) Please email aimwright@sympatico.ca with the subject line PROJECT FASHION
(2) Include a recent photo and resume (or list of dance experience).
(3) Please include your height, what city/province you live in, and state if you are willing
to travel for the video shoot. Not all are required to travel so please be honest.
(4) Include a dance demo or footage you have of yourself doing your favorite style
(vimeo, we transfer, dropbox, youtube) Note: If you do not have dance footage
accessible please video yourself doing 45 seconds of your best moves. Shoot
horizontally/landscape mode. I want to see you from head to toe when dancing.
(5) MAKE SURE EVERYTHING IS LABELLED with your name (and either photo, resume, or
video). Ie: AMY WRIGHT_PHOTO, Amy Wright_Resume, AMY WRIGHT_DANCE VIDEO
This audition notice is for those who live and work in the GTA, Vancouver and Montreal.
This audition is non-paying and only those selected will receive a reply.
ALL COVID SAFETY PROTOCOLS WILL BE ADHERED TO WHILE ON SET AND TRAVELLING.
THANK YOU!
DEADLINE TO SUBMIT IS THURDSDAY DECEMBER 10 at 6pm

